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East Middlebury Speed 

Reduction Proposal
September 2020

Overview

► Community members that reside in East Middlebury have grown concerned at 

the increase of traffic and dangerous drivers. 

► We seek your help to protect the residents of the East Middlebury Village

► Our request to lower the speed limit comes from many eye witness accounts 

that have been shared from neighbor to neighbor.  

► The high limit of 35 /40 mph (with many drivers exceeding this) in this very 

dense and pedestrian focused town is becoming increasingly concerning. 

► The convergence of two major routes of traffic, Routes 116 and 125 in our 

small town increases the number of cars and trucks travelling through our 

neighborhood.

► Additionally, as the town/college and local businesses grow, Route 125 is the 

major gateway from Interstate 89 which is increasing traffic flow greatly in 

that direction.
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What has been done so far?

► The town has been contacted and it was requested of the town manager 

Kathleen Ramsay to petition the state to review the speed limit in this area 

► The state had conducted a review in the Fall of 2019. 

► Proposal was denied and we are currently planning to appeal.

► Planning to present to the Traffic Committee in Spring 2020, but that will 

likely be postponed until post COVID

Setting Speed Limits- A guide for 

Vermont Towns

We understand the goals of your work as 

part of the Traffic Committee

►Protect the Public

►Set reasonable and enforceable laws
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We understand the general factors that 

guide your decision making

► enforceable limits that avoid breeding discontent or reckless 

passing

► travel surface, grade and curves of the road

► road alignment and sight distance

► width of shoulders

► density of residential area

► commercial area with many driveways

► Parking practices

► Pedestrian activity

► accident activity for recent 12 month period

Areas of concern (Case St.)
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Areas of concern (Case St.)

Areas of Concern (Route 125)
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Areas of Concern (Route 125)

We urge you to reconsider your 12/2019 

decision based on the areas highlighted in 

orange below

► enforceable limits that avoid breeding discontent or reckless passing

► travel surface, grade and curves of the road

► road alignment and sight distance

► width of shoulders

► density of residential area-

► commercial area with many driveways

► Parking practices

► Pedestrian activity to and from school, library, church and post 

office among others

► accident activity for recent 12 month period
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Why so many pedestrians? 

Because we have a vibrant village!

► Single and multi unit structures

► Mary Johnson ‘Co-op’ Preschool

► Methodist Church

► East Middlebury Post office

► Mac’s Convenience Store

► Harold Curtiss Park

► Sarah Partridge Library 

► Otter Creek Engineering and Newton Electric

► Waybury Inn

► Gorge swimmers

Abundant pedestrian activity without 

reliable safety of travel

There are 30 school age children in less than ½ mile on 

Route 125 where speeds accelerate the highest. (stretch 

from Goodro lumber to Sarah Partridge Library)

Crosswalks at the following location

► intersection of 116 and 125

► Ossie Road intersection with 125 @ Goodro lumber

► Between Goodro lumber and Cooperative/ Mary Johnson nursery school

► at School House Hill Road
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Comparable Vermont Town Centers’ Speed Limits:

Neighboring town centers’ speed limits are lower than our 40mph:

► 25 mph on rtes. 7, 125 in Middlebury

► 25mph on rte. 30 in Middlebury

► 30mph on rtes. 116/ 17 in Bristol

► 25mph on rte. 7  in Brandon

► 25mph on rte. 73 in Brandon

► 30mph on rte. 125 in Ripton

► 30mph on rte. 116 in Hinesburg

► 30mph on rte. 100 in Rochester

► 25mph on Main St. in Ludlow

► 25mph on rte. 100 in Moretown

► 25mph on rte. 2 in Waterbury

►
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The relationship between 

pedestrian injury severity and 

motor vehicle impact speeds 

[UK DOT, 1987].

The community and our children understand 

that these crosswalks do NOT increase safety 

of crossing. Cars are simply travelling too 

fast to respond to pedestrian presence.

We do not believe that 35-40 MPH state hwy 

travel is not compatible with activities of 

young children and pedestrians.
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Shoulder width is Wide in some places

Dangerously narrow in others
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More Evidence

and more evidence...
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We request congruent application of 

limits to match other similar villages. 

► RT 7 in South Burlington with speed limit at 35 mph. 

► We are much more densely populated, have many more driveways 

and do not have curbs or comparable grass buffer between road 

travel and sidewalks yet limit is the same

► And, our pedestrian activity is much higher

We can all agree
It is completely unreasonable that a school age child 

could be passed by a semi travelling 35-40 mph with less 

than 18 inches of space between them.

This is the reality of our experience in East Middlebury 

and we request your help to keep our community safe.
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We understand that the limit needs to be reasonable and enforceable but 

believe this interpretation has considered the vehicle operators over the 

needs of the residents. 

We ask you to 

► consider not just the experience of the driver and 

enforceability of the limits.

► consider the  reasonability of the limit for our 

pedestrians given the density of our population and 

the safety of our residents, many whom are children. 

► show our village residents your respect for our safety 

with at least as much consideration as you give to 

the reasonability of a limit for drivers. 

Proposal- we request appropriate action 

to improve safety of residents

On 116: We propose to lower this limit to 25 mph from the south side 

of Route 116 (Ossie Rd) through the intersection to the north side of the 

intersection ending at the cemetery (where the sidewalk ends).

On 125: We propose lowering the rate of speed to 25 mph from entry 

to the Village  travelling west through the intersection and ending at the 

Valley Bible Church.
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Thank you from our

Our Vibrant Village!

Case St. Addendum to the

East Middlebury Speed Reduction Proposal

September 2020

► Case St. Overview

► Why the Concern?

► Recent repaving of rte. 116, completed in the summer of 2019, appears to have contributed to an increase in speed and traffic on Case 

St. in East Middlebury.  The 40mph speed limit feels unsafe, with traffic legally able to move past homes and pedestrians at 49mph.  Multiple 

accidents have been observed at the hill and curve below the cemetery and at the rte. 125/116 intersection with the Post Office, Mac’s 

Convenience Store and gas pumps, and the United Methodist Church.

► The sidewalk and mailboxes are on ONLY the east side of the street.  Residents and visitors, some elderly, as well as tag sale shoppers 

and other pedestrians, are often forced to cross despite fast-moving traffic.

► Residents are regularly disrupted by “…vehicles accelerating quickly and noisily from the four-way stop headed north on VT-116” (from 

the letter dated November 21, 2019 to select board members from Ian Degutis, PE, PTOE, Traffic Operations Engineer).  Contributing to the 

noise are numerous trucks using engine/exhaust braking when decelerating from the higher speeds.

► East Middlebury Village Center residents are confused.  What is different about rte. 116 north of the 4-way intersection than 116S, 

125E, and 125W (where the current speed limit is 35mph)?   Case Street has homes densely clustered together similar to the other roads, 

businesses and public spaces including USPS, Mac’s Store, an art studio and cemetery, with the sidewalk leading up to the cemetery.  
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Case St. Proposal 

To elaborate on the Speed Reduction Proposal’s request to lower the speed limit on rtes. 116 and 125: 

… We propose to lower the speed limit of 40mph, on rte. 116 north of the 4-way intersection to the end 

of the pedestrian sidewalk at the cemetery, to that of the other state roads in East Middlebury, where 

they currently are 35mph and proposed to be lower.

Factors for Consideration

Case St. Change Rationale:

Most accidents observed at the curve below the cemetery appear to be the result of unsafe speed, but 

not necessarily the result of exceeding the posted limit.  Although the picture of the FedEx truck on its 

side was an incident unrelated to speed, that accident and two other speed related crashes on the 

curve have been witnessed by one Case St. resident.  Additionally, about a year ago at the 4-way 

intersection, the same resident had just walked his dog across moments before a southbound car 

continuing at high speed slammed into a pickup.
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